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Tactical Positioning
As we discuss below, markets in the closing weeks of the year have been virtually impossible to call with any
certainty. Commentators point out that no major asset class advanced meaningfully in 2018. The last time this
occurred was 1974. Against this background, we have not made any notable tactical moves since mid-December
preferring to stay with our neutral to slightly underweight exposure to equities and a reduced budget in bonds,
whilst favouring cash and selected hedge funds as an alternative. Short term, the markets need to see some
closure on issues such as the U.S budget and China/US trade relations. Looking at the bigger picture, global growth
in 2019 may well be slower but markets seem to have rushed to discount a possible recession. As the master
Keynesian, Paul Samuelson, observed the stock market has predicted 9 of the last 5 recessions. In our view, slower
growth is a prospect, but recessionary forecasts are premature. Short term issues aside, risk assets seem to offer
the potential for recovery from a relatively oversold state.
Total Return Performance of Major Global Financial Assets 2018 (in USD)
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Market Moves
Equities (Local Currency, incl. Dividends)
31-Dec-18
Last 2 Weeks
December
Year to Date

World
-3.1%
-7.3%
-7.7%

US
-3.5%
-9.1%
-4.9%

Europe1
-3.3%
-6.0%
-11.3%

Commodities

UK
-1.6%
-3.5%
-8.7%

Japan
-5.9%
-9.8%
-15.1%

GEM
-1.0%
-2.5%
-10.1%

Currencies (vs. USD)

Asia
-0.9%
-2.3%
-10.6%
Gov't

2

Last 2 Weeks

BCOM
-5.5%

Gold
3.6%

WTI Oil
-11.3%

EUR
1.4%

GBP
1.4%

JPY
3.4%

UST 10Y
-21 bps

December
Year to Date

-6.9%
-11.2%

4.9%
-1.6%

-10.8%
-24.8%

1.3%
-4.5%

0.0%
-5.6%

3.5%
2.8%

-30 bps
+28 bps
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Europe excluding UK
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Bloomberg Commodity Index
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US Treasury 10 Year Yield shows absolute, not percentage, change in yield
Source: Bloomberg
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In the last two weeks of the year, equity markets initially fell sharply before regaining a degree of composure in
the period after Christmas. Investor sentiment was generally hurt by rising interest rates in the US, reports that
President Trump is exploring avenues to dismiss the Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair, Jerome Powell, a partial US
government shutdown and continued China/US trade tensions. There were a number of unusually large daily
moves, most notably on Boxing Day when the S&P 500 Index, the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Nasdaq
experienced their greatest rise in a single session since March 2009. According to a Reuters report, this was the
result of a $64 billion rotation out of bonds into equities by defined benefit pension funds. The VIX Index, a
measure of the markets’ implied volatility, jumped from 21.6 at the start of the fortnight to 36.0 and then fell back
to 25.4 at year-end.
In terms of US monetary policy, it appeared to be the language of the Fed’s policy statement rather than the 25
basis point interest rate rise which caught the market off-guard. Although the Fed’s message implied that fewer
rate rises than previously forecast may be required this year, its language was not as dovish as the market had
hoped. Investors were unnerved by a growing realisation that the Fed will only reverse its planned policy path and
support equity markets if the sell-off affects the real economy. That said, US money markets now imply only a 9%
chance of an interest rate rise in 2019 and consequently the US dollar has softened against most major currencies.
The focus hereafter will be on whether the Fed has tightened policy too much. Given his blunt critique of the Fed’s
interest rate path and flirtation with sacking Jerome Powell, it is unlikely that President Trump will recast himself
as a defender of the Central Bank.
The antipathy between Trump and the Democratic Party reached new heights with a partial US government
shutdown after the Senate failed to break an impasse over Trump’s demand for $5 billion to build a wall on the
border with Mexico. In the absence of a deal, funding for around a quarter of US federal agencies lapsed and
hundreds of thousands of federal employees were furloughed or required to work unpaid. Whilst this is the third
occasion an agreement on federal funding has failed in 2018, it is by some distance the longest deadlock and credit
rating agencies estimate that the US economy stands to forego growth of around $1.2 billion each week the
standoff continues.
Elsewhere, China/US trade tensions rumbled on, exemplified most strikingly by the indictment of two Chinese
nationals accused of hacking 45 US technology companies and government agencies, and in a separate case, the
hacking of Hewlett Packard and IBM. With regards to Hewlett Packard and IBM, evidence points to hackers acting
on behalf of China’s Ministry of State Security, using access to each company’s networks as a launch pad to
infiltrate systems belonging to their clients, including US government agencies and the armed forces. At the end
of the month, however, equity markets were comforted by Trump’s tweet that he had a positive call with Chinese
Premier Xi Jinping and that a possible trade deal was progressing well. In contrast, Secretary of the Treasury,
Steven Mnuchin’s decision to phone the CEOs of the six largest banks in the US, about their liquidity resources,
spooked rather than reassured markets.
In bond markets, the yield on 10 year US Treasuries fell 21 basis points over the fortnight. This resulted in the
spread between 2 and 10 year Treasuries narrowing to a new cyclical low of 9.5 basis points just before Christmas.
As mentioned in previous bulletins, inversion of the yield curve (longer-term debt has a lower yield than shorterterm debt) has sometimes been a historic predictor of recessions. In commodity markets, the price of oil (WTI)
dramatically fell 11.3% to $45.41 per barrel, largely owing to Saudi Arabia’s budget plan which includes an
ambitious oil revenue target of $177 billion for 2019. This indicates that Saudi Arabia is either assuming oil prices
of $80 per barrel or planning to pump far in excess of the 10.2 million barrels per day announced earlier in
December. The current price of oil gives little credibility to the first option. Gold was more resilient, up 3.6% over
the fortnight.

Economic Updates
Economic data in the US was generally weak. The Empire State Manufacturing Survey came in at 10.9 vs. 20.0
expected and in the fine print, there were declines for new orders. This subdued picture was reinforced by the
Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index which fell 22 points month-on-month, as shipments and new orders
weakened, and came in at negative 8 vs. positive 15 expected (levels greater than zero signal growth). Despite this
being the largest fall on record, it came from a surprisingly elevated level. Concerns also mounted in the real estate
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sector, as the NAHB Housing Market Index came in at 56 vs. 60 expected, marking the lowest reading in three
years and remarkably the biggest combined two-month decline since October 2001. Not all was gloomy, according
to Mastercard, as US retail sales during the holiday season rose 5.5% to over $850 billion, the strongest in six years.
On this side of the Atlantic, grey clouds also threatened to depress sentiment further. Firstly, the Eurozone Macro
Surprise Index fell to negative 75, which with the exception of the Global Financial Crisis, shows the lowest
recording since 2003 when records began. Secondly, the ifo Business Climate Index matched Germany’s recent
disappointing Purchasing Manufacturers Index (PMI) readings coming in at 101.0 vs. 101.7 expected. On the other
hand, the European Commission finally endorsed Italy’s revised budget plan, (hopefully) preventing another
immediate flare up of tensions and reducing the likelihood of the bloc launching an ‘Excessive Deficit Procedure’.
The price Italy paid included agreeing to lower its deficit target to 2.04% vs. the original proposal of 2.4% and
choosing to make these savings from a less ambitious social spending policy and a smaller reduction in the
retirement age. In the UK, Brexit uncertainty appeared to weigh on business optimism, as the GfK Consumer
Confidence Index came in at negative 14, the lowest reading since July 2013, but in line with expectations.
In China, economic data was mixed. The Non-Manufacturing (services) PMI rose to 53.8, up from a 15-month low
of 53.4 in November, indicating that stimulus measures may be starting to feed into the domestic economy.
Moreover, the Peoples Bank of China announced that it intends to grant a targeted medium-term lending facility
(TMLF) for financial institutions based on the growth of their loans to small and private businesses. Nevertheless,
the Manufacturing PMI dropped to 49.4, the first time in two years it has settled below the expansionary mark of
50. Elsewhere, Chinese auto sales fell 14% year-on-year, adding to fears that the global auto industry has entered
its first recession since the Global Financial Crisis.

JONATHAN BELL
IVO COULSON
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Important Information
The information contained herein (the “Information”) has been prepared by the Stanhope Group. The Stanhope Group comprises Stanhope Capital (Switzerland)
SA and its subsidiaries, including Stanhope Capital LLP, Stanhope Capital (Cayman) Limited, Stanhope Capital (Jersey) Limited and Stanhope Capital Limited.
Stanhope Capital LLP is a limited liability partnership incorporated in England and Wales authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
Stanhope Capital (Switzerland) SA is a company incorporated in Switzerland and a member of the Swiss Association of Asset Managers (SAAM), a Self-Regulating
Body approved by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Stanhope Capital (Jersey) Limited is a limited liability company incorporated in
Jersey and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission (JFSC). Stanhope Capital (Cayman) Limited is incorporated in the Cayman Islands and is
registered with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. Acceptance of delivery of any part of this Information constitutes acceptance to the conditions of this
legal disclaimer.
The Information attached is being disclosed by the member of the Stanhope Group indicated in the Information and exclusively to the intended recipient (the
“Recipient”).
The Information does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any investment fund or other financial products. The Information does
not constitute investment advice or advice with respect to the suitability of any investment.
Restrictions
The Information is private and confidential and provided for information purposes only. No part of the Information is to be distributed, copied or disseminated
directly or indirectly to anyone other than the Recipient and its professional advisers (for the sole purposes of obtaining advice). The Information should not be
relied upon for tax, auditing or other purposes. The Information is not intended for any person in any jurisdiction (by way of nationality, residence, domicile or
otherwise) where the publication or availability of it would be in contravention of any applicable law or regulation.
Opinions, estimates and statements contained in the Information constitute judgments of the Stanhope Group at the time of their preparation and are subject
to change without notice.
The value of investments can fall as well as rise; potential income or profits are accompanied by the possibility of loss. The Recipient may not receive back the
original amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future results. Performance figures included in the Information are unaudited except
where indicated. Please refer to the risk warning notes provided next to any performance figures included in the Information. In certain circumstances prices
stated may be historic because of the delay in obtaining prices and/or valuations from third parties. Valuations are based on either market prices available at
the time of the preparation of the Information or on the Stanhope Group’s reasonable estimates thereof at the time made. Valuations based upon other models
or assumptions or calculated as of another date or time may result in different values. The valuation or returns on investments in currencies other than the
base currency of a client’s account may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.
The Stanhope Group may recommend or make investments for its clients in illiquid or volatile instruments or funds which may carry a high degree of default
risk or in funds which utilise leverage/gearing which can exaggerate performance and may lead to large falls in value.
Any description of any investment process or investment management process described in the Information may change from time to time at the discretion of
the Stanhope Group or otherwise.
While reasonable skill, care and diligence have been taken to ensure that the Information was accurate as at the date of writing, the Stanhope Group has not
verified and accepts no legal responsibility for any third-party Information. In addition, the Stanhope Group makes no representation, warranty, undertaking
or guarantee, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the Information and opinions therein. No members of the Stanhope Group shall be
responsible for or have any liability to any Recipient or third party for losses or damages (whether consequential, incidental or otherwise) arising (i) out of
errors, omissions or changes in market factors, conditions or circumstances or (ii) from making any use of the Information.
The Information does not replace, supplement or amend the contractual documentation entered between the relevant member of the Stanhope Group and
the Recipient, including but not limited to (i) the required qualifications of the Recipient in order for such Recipient to receive the Information and (ii) the
disclaimers and limitation of liability contained in such contractual documentation. Further, the Information does not replace, supplement or amend the
documentation applicable to any investment fund or other financial products referred to in the Information.
United Kingdom
To the extent that the Information is aimed at residents of the United Kingdom, the Information has been approved for issue in the United Kingdom by Stanhope
Capital LLP. Stanhope Capital LLP’s advice is categorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as “restricted” because it advises on investment funds, which are
only one type of “retail investment product”. Stanhope Capital LLP does not provide investment advice on other retail investment products, such as life
insurance, stakeholder pensions or personal pension schemes.
Jersey
The advice Stanhope Capital (Jersey) Limited offers under our advisory service is restricted as we advise on investment funds, which is only one type of
investment product. Stanhope Capital (Jersey) Limited does not provide investment advice on retail investment products, such as life insurance, stakeholder
pensions or personal pension schemes.

United States
The Information is not intended for residents of the United States or for any U.S. Person. The Information is not an offer to sell any securities to or for the
benefit of United States persons or the solicitation of any offer to buy securities on the part of or for the benefit of any such United States persons. For the
avoidance of doubt a U.S. Person does not include a U.S. Citizen resident outside the U.S.

